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In this study, we examine particle energization and injections that show

energetic electron enhancements at both MMS in the magnetotail and

Van Allen Probes in the inner magnetosphere. Observing injections along

with a corresponding flow burst allows us to better understand injections

overall. Searching for suitable events, we found that only a small number

of events at MMS had corresponding injections that penetrated far enough

into the inner magnetosphere to observe with Van Allen Probes. With the

four suitable events we did find, we compared the energy spectra at the

two spacecraft and mapped the boundary of where the injection entered the

inner magnetosphere. We found that, among these injections in the inner

magnetosphere, the electron flux did not increase above ∼400 keV, similar

to previous results, but the corresponding signatures in the tail observed

increased fluxes at 600 keV or higher. There does not appear to be a

comparable flux increase at Van Allen Probes andMMS for a given event. None

of our injections included ion enhancements at Van Allen Probes, but one

included an ion injection at geosynchronous orbit in the GOES spacecraft. All

of our injections were dispersed at Van Allen Probes, and we were therefore

able to map an estimate of the injection boundary. All of the injections

occurred in the premidnight sector. Although we found some events where

particle energizations in the tail are accompanied by inner magnetospheric

injections, we do not find a statistical link between the two.
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1 Introduction

Injections are the earthward transport and acceleration
of energetic particles and observed as an increase in the
intensity of energetic particles of 10 s–100 s of keV. They
were originally observed at geosynchronous orbit (6.6 RE)
(Arnoldy and Chan, 1969), but have since been found in
a range of locations on the nightside of the magnetosphere
with spacecraft like LANL at geosynchronous orbit (GEO)
and THEMIS downtail in the plasma sheet (Gabrielse et al.,
2014). Energetic particle injections, and processes to bring those
particles earthward such as dipolarizing flux bundles (DFBs) and
bursty bulk flows (BBFs) are all associated with substorm activity
(Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Birn et al., 1998; Runov et al., 2011;
Liu et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2016). If particles are injected into
the inner magnetosphere, they are trapped in closed drift orbits,
and they can populate the ring current, be a seed population for
relativistic electrons in the radiation belt (Jaynes et al., 2015), and
create anisotropies that drive wave formation meaning that an
understanding of injections is required to describe a host of inner
magnetospheric processes.

Although the exact details of the injection process vary in
each case, the growing picture is that it starts with reconnection
occurring in the tail.Then the tail magnetic field which had been
stretched dipolarizes and there is a flow of particles earthward. It
is thought that the electrons in this flow are accelerated primarily
by betatron acceleration (Li et al., 1998; Gabrielse et al., 2016;
Turner et al., 2016; Gabrielse et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2020). Ions
are also accelerated at the same time, such as from interacting
with dipolarization fronts (Zhou et al., 2010; Malykhin et al.,
2019). A variety of phenomena can result from these flow bursts
in different situations. Bursty bulk flows (BBFs) are high-speed
Earthward flows in the tail that last ∼10 min but transport large
amounts of energy and are associated with a dipolarization of
the magnetic field (Angelopoulos et al., 1992). They can also
rebound and create flows oscillating between earthward and
tailward and resultant vortices as the flow brakes (Panov et al.,
2010). One BBF can contain several distinct flow bursts
(Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Runov et al., 2015). Observations
from Cluster have shown that BBFs are very common in the
plasma sheet and responsible for even more energy and mass
transport than initially thought (Cao et al., 2006). Dipolarizing
flux bundles (DFBs) are often observed, which are smaller flux
tubes with more dipolar fields. DFBs are typically embedded in
BBFs and are responsible for much of the flux transport in a BBF
despite only lasting for a fraction of the time (Liu et al., 2014).
Dipolarization fronts (DFs) are kinetic-scale boundaries between
the earthward traveling DFB and the ambient plasma. As they
travel, they deflect the plasma they are moving into and cause
the tail field as a whole to dipolarize (Nakamura et al., 2002). DFs
play an important role in acceleration and energy conversion.The
geometry of the DF can lead to electron acceleration from either

betatron or, less often, Fermi acceleration (Wu et al., 2013), and
the DF has an electric field that can accelerate particles as well
(Fu et al., 2012). There are also waves present, including around
the lower hybrid and ion cyclotron frequencies, that can play
a role in energy conversion (Huang et al., 2012; 2015). All of
these phenomena described above can be present for a single
event, or some of them may be observed without the others
present. They also do not necessarily result in particle injection
into the inner magnetosphere. Boakes et al. (2011) found that
about 1/3 of substorm events had typical particle injections at
GEO, about 1/3 had some sort of enhancement that did not
follow the classic injection activity, and about 1/3 showed no
particle enhancement. The spatial scale of injections can vary
as well. Sometimes they are extremely localized and sometimes
there is a more global flow and injection across several hours
of MLT (Gkioulidou et al., 2015). Injections can be correlated
with narrow flow channels, where the injections are highly
localized either inside of these channels or on the edge them
(Gabrielse et al., 2014). One proposed picture explaining the
spatial difference between injections is that fast flows with small
DFBs produce mesoscale injections, and as they build up, it
creates a flux pile-up that leads to large-scale dipolarization and
injections (Gabrielse et al., 2019). When these particles reach
the inner magnetosphere, they are injected and drift around the
Earth to fill the drift shell into which they are injected. The
injections are generally at >5RE (Motoba et al., 2021). Although
only a small percentage of flow bursts actually inject particles at
GEO (Sergeev et al., 2012), it is common enough that injections
occur regularly. Therefore, searching for dipolarization fronts,
bursty bulk flows, and related phenomena in the tail can be a first
step in finding injections in the inner magnetosphere. Injections
are also limited to an energy range of a few 10s of keV to a
few hundred keV, though the exact boundaries vary between
injections (Reeves, 1998; Turner et al., 2017).

Injections can be classified in many ways based on
observational characteristics. First is the distinction between
dispersed and dispersionless injections. A dispersionless
injection is observed when the satellite measures the region
where particles are injected directly so injected particles of all
energies arrive at the same time, while a dispersed injection is
when the satellite is azimuthally removed from the acceleration
site and particles with greater energy arrive at the detector
earlier than less energetic particles. When particles are injected
onto a closed orbit, they drift along that shell due to the ∇B
and curvature drifts, which are energy-dependent. Therefore,
a difference between the times that particles of two different
energies reach the detector means that they had to drift from
their injection site to reach the detector, and the greater the time
difference, the greater the distance traveled. We can use this to
calculate the distance between the source of the particles and the
detector.This means that if a probe is inside the boundaries of an
injection, it will observe a dispersionless injection, otherwise it
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will observe a dispersed injection and the greater the dispersion,
the farther the observation site is from the injection site.
Sometimes “drift echoes” are also visible: when an injection
has drifted all the way around a complete orbit around Earth,
we can observe the same injection drift past the spacecraft, now
highly dispersed (Lanzerotti et al., 1967). There is also a third
case of “inversely dispersed” injections, where the injection of
less energetic particles arrives before themore energetic particles
(Sarris et al., 1976; Sarafopoulos and Sarris, 1988;Gabrielse et al.,
2012).

When observing a flow of energetic particles in the
tail, there are many factors at play that can affect the
injection.Gabrielse et al. (2014) found that stronger geomagnetic
activity (as measured by AL index), faster flow, and stronger
dipolarization were all linked to injections in the plasma sheet at
higher energies as well as higher intensity injections. Turner et al.
(2017) found that the strongest injections did not necessarily
penetrate farther into the magnetosphere than weaker ones,
which, taken with the results from Gabrielse et al. (2014), could
mean that AL index flow speed, and dipolarization strength
do not necessarily indicate the depth of injection penetration.
Injections have been studied in detail both in the plasma sheet
and the inner magnetosphere, but multipoint observations are
required to study both at the same time, which greatly limits our
ability to do so. In this study, we present multipoint observations
fromMMS andVanAllen Probes of four different events.Wewill
present amore detailed case study of one of these events, and then
discuss the evolution of the energy spectra for all four events.

2 Instruments

The Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission (MMS) was
launched in 2015 and includes four spacecraft in tight formation
(Burch et al., 2016). Starting with phase two of the mission in
2017, its orbit is highly elliptical with an apogee of∼25 RE, which
allows us to access data from deeper in the tail (Fuselier et al.,
2016). The primary instrument we used from MMS was the
Fly’s Eye Energetic Particle Spectrometer (FEEPS) (Blake et al.,
2016), which is part of the Energetic Particle Detector (EPD)
Investigation (Mauk et al., 2016). The FEEPS instrument
measures energetic particles at 25–650 keV for electrons and
45–650 keV for protons. Each spacecraft has two FEEPS units,
each one consisting of 12 eyes: nine for electrons and three for
protons, and each eye has 16 energy channels. To supplement the
FEEPS data, we also used data from the Fast Plasma Investigation
(FPI), which covers an energy range up to 30 keV (Pollock et al.,
2016). Each spacecraft has four dual FPI spectrometers for
electrons and four more for ions. To give context for our
particle measurements, we also used data from the FIELDS suite
(Torbert et al., 2016), specifically the fluxgate magnetometer
(Russell et al., 2016), search coil magnetometer (Le Contel et al.,

2016), and electric field double probes (Ergun et al., 2016;
Lindqvist et al., 2016).

The Van Allen Probes (RBSP) were launched in 2012 and
had two probes with a separation ranging from ∼0.1 to 5 RE
(Mauk et al., 2012). They were in an elliptical orbit with an
apogee of ∼6 RE (Kirby et al., 2012). Our primary instrument
used on Van Allen Probes was the Magnetic Electron Ion
Spectrometer (MagEIS) (Blake et al., 2013; Claudepierre et al.,
2021). MagEIS has four spectrometers (one low energy, two
medium energy, and one high energy) that cover an energy
range of 20–4,800 keV for electrons as well as a proton
telescope that covers a range of 55 keV–20 MeV. We also used
data from the Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron Mass
Spectrometer (HOPE), which covers an energy range up to
50 keV (Funsten et al., 2013). Both the MagEIS and HOPE
instruments are part of the Energetic Particle, Composition, and
Thermal Plasma (ECT) suite (Spence et al., 2013). Van Allen
Probes was deactivated in 2019, so the timespan for which data
from both MMS and Van Allen Probes is available for this study
is mid-2015 to mid-2019.

The GOES satellites are weather satellites in geosynchronous
orbit that also include space weather instruments including the
Space Environment in Situ Suite (SEISS).The GOES satellites are
continually being replaced and improved, but in our time period,
we used satellites from theGOES-N series.We used the Energetic
Particle Sensor (EPS), which covers an energy range from 30 keV
to several MeV for electrons and 80 keV to over 100 MeV for
protons (Hanser, 2011).

3 Data

3.1 Event search

To search for an event that showed enhancements of
energetic particles at both MMS and Van Allen Probes, we
decided to first find events that showed a clear sign of a
reconnection-related phenomenon such as DF, BBF, or plasmoid
with energetic particle enhancements at MMS, then examine
the Van Allen Probes data. First, we used the reports from the
Scientists in the Loop (SITL) for MMS to search for events that
are associated with injections, such as DFs, BBFs, DFBs, etc. as
described above.Oncewe had a list of all these events atMMS,we
searched throughMMSburst data for events that had the greatest
flux of electrons at high energies in the FEEPS instrument at and
above the 272 keV channel. This was defined by the average flux
at those energies during the particle energization event. Having
compiled a list of the 66 most energetic events at MMS, we
then studied the Van Allen Probes data for each event in the
list. We were looking for electron injections that showed a clear
increase in particle flux at consecutive energy channels from 33
to 54 keV (the two lowest energy channels with data) to over
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100 keV in the MagEIS instrument in either probe, RBSP-A or
RBSP-B, and we searched for the 30 min following the MMS
observation. In order to find this, at least one of the probes
has to be near apogee, because otherwise it would be too far
inside the inner magnetosphere for the injections to typically
penetrate. Even when at least one spacecraft was in position to
potentially see an injection, we did not observe a clear injection
signature with a sudden increase of at least about a half-order
of magnitude at consecutive energy channels extending above
100 keV. Some events had no increase in particle flux at all
and some had a very small increase in only one or two energy
channels [as in e.g., Boakes et al. (2011)], but none of the 66
events in this initial search had a clear injection at Van Allen
Probes. Because the goal of this search was for events for a case
study, rather than setting strict definitions of an injection, we
looked for particularly intense injections that could produce an
illustrative case study.

Next, we took the same list of potential injection events
from the SITL reports before sorting for the highest flux events,
and searched for events at the time of strongest geomagnetic
activity as measured by AL index. This was following the
findings of Gabrielse et al. (2014) that more intense injections
were correlated with |AL|, although their study was of injections
in the plasma sheet, not the inner magnetosphere like we were
looking for, so the correlation may or may not hold for the
events we are studying. We compiled a list of events with the
highest |AL|, >350 nT, and once again looked for an injection
at Van Allen Probes. This time, out of 74 total events, we
found one promising candidate, from 15 August 2018 at around
11:59 UT.

To find more useful events, we expanded our search at MMS
beyond burst data and searched through all survey data. We
restricted distance and local time to outside of 9 RE and an MLT
between 19 and five to make sure we were on the nightside and
deep enough into the tail, and then looked at events that had
the highest flux above the 233 keV channel, this time based on
the maximum flux in that range. This gave us 42 events, and
yielded another good candidate, from 22 September 2018 at
around 20:10 UT. Another event, on 30 September 2016, was
not itself a good event, but on inspecting the data, we found
another event earlier that day around 01:09 UT that was a good
candidate.

In trying to determine why so few events at MMS had
corresponding inner magnetosphere injections, one hypothesis
was that the most energetic particles ∇B drifted out of the
injection as it traveled towards the inner magnetosphere. Events
with faster flows would have a stronger duskward electric field
from -v×B with a large -x component of v and a +z component
of B. That would produce an E×B drift to oppose the ∇B drift
and allow particles to penetrate deeper. We still wanted the most
energetic events with faster flows, but were less strict about our
limits, so to search for events with faster flows, we searched

for events that had a flux increase at 88.4 keV and flows in
the x-y plane with |vxy| > 800 km/s. We did this process for
both burst data with the event list from the SITL reports and
survey data with the same distance and MLT restrictions as
before, and produced 63 events from the burst search and 49
from the survey search. From these, we produced one more
candidate, from 27 August 2018 around 07:49 UT. A table
containing every event studied from these searches is included
in the Supplementary Material.

To add further evidence that there is some connection
between the observation at MMS and Van Allen Probes,
we looked at ground-based observations from SuperMAG
magnetometers (Gjerloev, 2012). We mapped the footpoints of
the fieldlines on which MMS was located using the IRBEM
library (Boscher et al., 2004-2008) and the Tsyganenko 1996
magnetic field model (Tsyganenko, 1995). Then, we studied data
from magnetometers close to that site for the time at which the
energetic electrons are observed at MMS. For all four of these
events, there was a magnetic field disturbance measured at the
same time by the ground magnetometer, showing an associated
signal with the event in the tail.

Although four good events out of nearly 300 examined is a
very small fraction, this cannot be used to give a quantitative
evaluation of how common injections are for a few reasons. First
of all, there is some overlap in events between the different search
methods, and the number of events quoted for eachmethod does
not account for this. Also, a lack of injection is only one of a
few reasons why we might not have been able to observe one.
If the Van Allen Probes are closer to perigee, then an injection
would not be able to penetrate that deep even if it reaches the
inner magnetosphere at a radius closer to the probes’ apogee.
Additionally, a few events were discarded without even using
Van Allen Probes data, either because key data from one of the
sources was missing, or upon closer inspection, the MMS data
was not actually an injection or related process (e.g., MMS was
actually measuring the ring current and already had elevated
levels of energetic electrons, there was an error in the data, etc.).
Finally, since we were only looking for clear, intense injections,
there are some events that could be classified as injections under
different criteria, butwere not suitable for our study and therefore
discarded.

3.2 Case study

On15August 2018,MMSwas deep in the tail near its apogee,
at a GSM position of (−19.2,12.5,1.6) RE, while Van Allen Probes
were also near their apogee on the nightside. The four MMS
spacecraft were in a tight tetrahedral formation, with a spacecraft
separation ∼10 s of km. This is the same order of magnitude as
electron gyroradii for the energetic particles we are studying, so
we used data from just one spacecraft, MMS-2, for this analysis.
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MMS-2 was located in the premidnight sector, at a distance of
23.0 RE and a magnetic local time of 21.8 at 12:00 UT. MMS has
burst data available from 11:57:03 UT to 12:12:33 UT.This event
was selected from the search of geomagnetically active times, as
measured by AL index, with a predicted AL index at 11:59:23 UT
of −602.0 nT as calculated by Li et al. (2007); Luo et al. (2013).

Data for this event from MMS is shown in Figure 1. Panel
(a) shows the magnetic field in GSM coordinates, panel (b) is
the spin-averaged energetic ion flux from FEEPS, panel (c) is
the energetic electron flux from FEEPS, panel (d) is the electron
flux from FPI, panel (e) is electron density, panels (f) and
(g) are the electron and ion velocity, respectively, panel (h) is
the plasma beta, and panels (i) and (j) are the magnetic and
electric field power spectra. Panel (k) shows the energy spectra
for select times. The energization is visible in panel (c), the
increased flux of energetic electrons from around 11:59:30 UT
until around 12:02:30 UT. The FEEPS energetic ions in panel
(b) do not have the same time-resolution because we need
to use the spin-averaged data to get enough counts, but the
increase in energetic ion flux is roughly at the same times as the
increase in energetic electron flux.TheBz component in panel (a)
oscillates rapidly to both positive and negative values during the
energetic electron enhancements. During this same time, there
is a strong tailward flow, of several hundred km/s in ions (panel
(g)) and 1000s of km/s in the electrons [panel (f)]. As shown
in Supplementary Figure S1 the velocities perpendicular and
parallel to the magnetic field are of the same order of magnitude,
with a perpendicular electron velocity of several hundred to
thousands of km/s, so the defining flow is tailward, not along the
field. Plasmoids have strong tailward flows in the plasma sheet
and can contain energetic electron signatures (Hones Jr et al.,
1984; Imada et al., 2005). Therefore, this is likely a plasmoid
being released tailward of reconnection, and there would be a
corresponding flow Earthward of the reconnection site. There
is some brief wave activity in the magnetic power spectrum
(panel i) at frequencies characteristic ofwhistlerwaves during the
plasmoid, though it is obscured in the electric power spectrum
(panel j).Wewere especially interested in the energy spectrum of
the event, so we also took the energy spectra at certain times.The
spectrumwe observe is not the same as the spectrumwould be in
the Earthward flow, but we would expect the flow Earthward of
the reconnection site to be more energetic than the tailward flow
(Lu et al., 2018; Runov et al., 2018), so this at least gives us a lower
bound estimate of the spectrum of the Earthward flow. Following
a figure in Reeves (1998), we put energy spectra at certain times
below the MMS data graphs in panel (k), and mark when each
spectra is from with a vertical line. The first spectrum (I, in
black), from 11:57:27 UT, is from before the energetic electron
event began, the middle two (II, in blue, and III, in green), from
12:00:32UT and 12:01:24UT, are from two peaks of the energetic
electron intensity, and the last one (IV, in red), from 12:02:51 UT
is from after the event passed byMMS. Comparing the spectrum

before the event to the spectrum at either of the two peaks, there
is a significant increase in electron flux from about keV to a few
hundred keV. In Section 3.3, we will quantify thismore precisely.
In the spectrum taken after the event, there is a much larger
dropout of electrons of all energies in our energy range. The
electron density (panel (e)) drops below 0.1 cm−3 and the plasma
β (panel (h)) drops to around 0.01 as well, which indicates the
spacecraftmoving from the plasma sheet into the tail lobe, which
means we do not have an exact measurement of when the event
ends.

Moving into the innermagnetosphere, there is a strong signal
in both Van Allen Probes spacecraft; out of the four events we
studied, this had by far the strongest injection at the highest
energies in the Van Allen Probes data. Both spacecraft were
near their apogee, with RBSP-A at an L shell of 6.1 at 12:00 UT
and RBSP-B at an L shell of 5.6. They had a small azimuthal
separation, with an MLT of 0.97 for RBSP-A and 1.18 for RBSP-
B. However, a dispersed injection was visible in both spacecraft,
as shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the electron flux from
the MagEIS instrument, with data from RBSP-A on the left
and RBSP-B on the right. The injection was not visible in the
highest energies, at and above the 749 keV channel, but arrived
at about 12:00 UT in themiddle energies of around 184–597 keV
and about 10 min later in the lowest energy channels, 33 keV,
in both spacecraft. There are also drift echoes visible starting
shortly after 12:10 UT in themedium energy channels, where the
electrons from the original injection have drifted an entire orbit
around Earth and past the spacecraft again, this timemuchmore
dispersed. Data from the Tixie ground magnetometer, chosen
because it was near the footpoint of the fieldline on which MMS
was located shows a disturbance at the same time as the flow was
measured in MMS (Supplementary Figure S2). This suggests
that the event at MMS had an effect on the ground, which means
that it must have traveled through the inner magnetosphere as
well. Likewith theMMSdata, we took an energy spectrumbefore
the injection and one at the peak of the injection. However, since
this injection was dispersed, the peak occurred at a different time
for every energy channel, so the time taken as the peak for each
channel is marked by a diamond. The energy spectrum includes
data from the high energy range of the HOPE instrument as
well as all of the MagEIS data, which has a slight overlap
around 20–40 keV. An empty energy channel is what creates
the gap around 140 keV. Comparing the spectra of the time
before the injection and the spectra of the peak of each energy
channel shows that the flux increase starts at around 20 keV and
continues to a few hundred keV. Again, we will quantify this later
in Section 3.3.

The Van Allen Probes data did not show any increase in
proton flux, likely because they could not penetrate as far into
the inner magnetosphere as the electrons, so next we examined
data from GOES. We used GOES-14 for this study, which was
located at a distance of 6.611 RE and an MLT of 16.77 at
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FIGURE 1
Data from MMS for the 15 August 2018 case study. (A) Magnetic field, (B) Spin-averaged FEEPS energetic ion flux, (C) FEEPS energetic electron flux,
(D) FPI thermal electron flux, (E) Electron density, (F) Electron velocity, (G) Ion velocity, (H) Plasma beta, (I) Magnetic field power spectrum, (J)
Electric field power spectrum. Below the MMS data, (K) are overlayed electron energy spectra from both the FEEPS and FPI instruments taken at a
single moment at select times indicated by the vertical lines in the data: one before the energetic electron event (I), two during (II and III), and one
after (IV).
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FIGURE 2
Energetic electron flux from the MagEIS instrument for the same event as Figure 1 from RBSP-A on the left and RBSP-B on the right. The diamonds
show the time of peak flux at each energy channel. Below the lineplots are energy spectra from before the injection and the peak of the injection
in each energy channel.

12:00 UT. The GOES proton data shows three clear peaks in
proton flux, especially in the three highest energy channels
(Figure 3). All three are dispersed; the first one, which reaches
the 575 keV channel around 12:06 UT, is significantly smaller
than the other two, which reach the 575 keV channel around
12:16 UT and 12:24 UT. The later injections do not appear to be
drift echoes, since the subsequent peaks are not lower and more
spread out, and the amount of dispersion does not appear to be
increasing.

3.3 Event comparison

3.3.1 Energy spectra changes
We analyzed the data for all four of our events like above.

Although the 15 August 2018 event was the only one where we
observed an injection in bothVanAllen Probes spacecraft, for the
other events we saw an enhancement in the energetic electrons
at MMS from FEEPS, usually accompanied by some fast flow
or B-field fluctuations, and then we saw an injection within a
few minutes at Van Allen Probes, but only in one spacecraft
since the other spacecraft was at a different radial distance. All
of the injections were dispersed at Van Allen Probes. For all
four events, ions were visible at MMS in either the survey or
spin-averaged burst data similar to the electron signature, but
there was no ion injection at Van Allen Probes. To quantify
how the energy spectrum changes, we looked at the percentage
of flux at each energy channel at the peak of the injection

compared to before. For MMS, this was using a single time
before the energetic particle enhancement and a single time at
the peak of the enhancement, using the highest energy peak.
The flux at the peak is averaged over 5 s and the flux before is
averaged over 10 s to establish reasonable counting statistics and
reduce error from random fluctuations. For Van Allen Probes,
again the flux from before was a single time, but the peak was
determined by the peak of each energy channel individually
for the dispersed injections. The time resolution is about 11 s
for MagEIS and 23 s for HOPE, so the counting statistics are
sufficient to use just a single data point to make this calculation.
Then, we calculated the percentage of the initial flux for each
injection by taking (

fp
f i
)× 100 for a peak flux fp at the peak of

the energization/injection event and an initial flux fi before the
event. A percentage of 100 is no change and a percentage of 1,000
is an order of magnitude flux increase. To make the error bars,
we used the FESA_ERROR data product from MagEIS, which
gives a percentage error (Claudepierre et al., 2015). Otherwise,
for HOPE and both MMS instruments, we used the raw counts
and assumed Poisson statistics, with a √N error associated with
an observation of N counts. We found the error for both the
flux before the event and the flux at the peak of the event,
and then propagated that through the calculation to produce
error bars.

Figure 4 is the graph showing the change in energy spectra
for all events at both spacecraft. Each data point is one energy
channel and shows the percentage of the initial flux at the peak.
The colors are consistent between the graph on the left, showing
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FIGURE 3
Proton flux from the GOES-14 spacecraft at (A) 95 keV, (B) 140 keV, (C) 210 keV, (D) 300 keV, and (E) 575 keV. There are repeated ion injections
after 12:00, especially in the three highest energy channels.

the change in the spectra at MMS, and on the right, showing
the change in the spectra at Van Allen Probes: the blue, green,
and yellow lines show the same events on each plot, and the red
and orange lines on the plot on the right are data from the two
Van Allen Probes and both correspond to the red line on the left.
FPI was not turned on for the 22 September 2018 event, so we
only have the FEEPS data for that event, but we have coverage of
the full energy range for all the other events. Comparing the two
graphs, we can see that energizations extend to higher energies
at MMS: there are events (the yellow line for 22 September 2018
and the blue line for 30 September 2016) that show an order
of magnitude increase (percentage >103) all the way to the top
of the FEEPS energy range at 508 keV. At the lower end of the
energy range studied, it is less dramatic but there are still order
of magnitude flux increases below 10 keV. In contrast, the energy
range affected by the injection at Van Allen Probes is much more
limited. Even for the most intense injection, order of magnitude
flux increase is limited to around 20–400 keV. Another notable
feature of these graphs is that there is no correlation between

the most intense or energetic events at MMS and Van Allen
Probes. While the 22 September 2018 event stands out as the
most energetic event atMMS and the 15 August 2018 event is the
most energetic at Van Allen Probes, neither of them are notable
at the other spacecraft. This lack of comparable flux increase at
the two sites suggests that the access to the inner magnetosphere
is restricted for these energetic particles in a non-linear
manner.

3.3.2 Injection boundaries
One other aspect of the event we studied is the spatial

location and extent of the inner magnetospheric injections.
Because they were all dispersed, we can use the fact that
the drift is energy-dependent to map where the boundary of
the injection occurred. The onset of the observed dispersed
injection is when particles from the boundary of the injection
site first reach the spacecraft, so we can take the particle drift
velocity for each energy, knowing what time each of the energies
reached the spacecraft, and track their angular drift in time
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FIGURE 4
Percent change of electron flux from before the energization/injection to the peak of the energization/injection, (A) at MMS and (B) Van Allen
Probes. The colors are consistent between the two, so blue (30 September 2016, 01:09 UT), green (27 August 2018, 07:49 UT), and yellow (22
September 2018, 20:10 UT) show the same events on each graph. The red event (15 August 2018, 11:59 UT) in MMS has observations from both
Van Allen Probes, so both the red and orange line on the right correspond to it.

backwards to the point where all energies originated from the
same spot (Reeves et al., 1990; Kanekal et al., 2016; Turner et al.,
2017). Electron injections give the eastward boundary and
ion injections give the westward boundary due to their drift
directions. The bounce averaged drift velocity in radians/minute
in a dipole field, ⟨ϕ̇⟩, is given by

⟨ϕ̇⟩ = 2π E
172.4
(2+E
1+E
)( m

me
)(

r0
rE
)(

F (λ)
G (λ)
) (1)

where E is the particle’s kinetic energy divided by the rest
mass energy, m is the particle’s mass, me is electron mass, r0 is
the radial distance, rE is Earth radius, and F(λ) and G(λ) are
dimensionless functions related to the latitude that are assumed
to be one since the observations are close to the equator (Lew,
1961; Kanekal et al., 2016). This assumes a dipolar field, but we
acknowledge that the field is not exactly dipolar and may even
be altered during the observation by dipolarization related to the
injection.

We can use this to graph the trajectory in ϕ of particles of
different energy, with this ϕ̇ as the slope of our graphs (Figure 5).
The colored lines are the ϕ̇s for the different energies where there
was a clear injection peak, and the dot is the location in ϕ and
time where that peak was observed. Ideally, the lines would all
meet in one location and that would be where the particles all
were in the same location, i.e., the injection boundary, but in
reality the range of where the lines for different energies intersect
(the dashed lines in the figure) gives an upper and lower limit
on where the boundary is in ϕ as well as when the first particles
left that boundary. We take the center of that range to be our
estimate for the injection boundary (the dotted lines) and the

upper and lower limits give us an idea of the error in that value.
From the graph, we can see that the electron boundary for all
four events is premidnight, and since the ion boundary will
be even earlier, this means that the injection site is contained
premidnight. At Van Allen Probes, we only observe electron
injections, but we can use the GOES ion injection in the 15
August 2018 event. Because electrons and ions drift in opposite
direction, the lines have the opposite slope for ions as they do for
electrons.

We then used this to map the location of the injection
boundary in relation to the spacecraft. Going back to the 15
August 2018 event from the case study, the maps from that
event in the x-y GSM plane [panel (a,b)] and x-z GSM plane
(panel (c)) are shown in Figure 6. The map was made using the
International Radiation Belt Environment Modeling (IRBEM)
library (Boscher et al., 2004-2008) with the Tsyganenko 1996
magnetic field model (Tsyganenko, 1995). A few sample field
lines in black are shown for reference, the green dot/field
line are for MMS and the red and blue dots/field lines are
for RBSP-A and RBSP-B respectively. The stars in the x-y
plots are the estimated electron injection boundaries with the
azimuthal angle determined by the graphs in Figure 5 and the
radial distance determined by the spacecraft location for RBSP-
A (panel (a)) and RBSP-B (panel (b)) and the estimated ion
boundary as determined by the same graph for GOES.Therefore,
the dispersionless injection region is between the two stars
and the electrons drift to the spacecraft from the boundary
closer to midnight, while the ions drift from the duskward
boundary. Similar maps for the other three events are included
in Supplementary Figures S3–S5.
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FIGURE 5
Plots to find the injection location of each dispersed electron injection at Van Allen Probes and the ion injection at GOES. The dots are the time and
location of the injection at each energy, and the lines are determined by Eq. 1. The inset of each graph shows the intersection of the lines, with the
dashed lines being upper and lower bounds for the injection location, which is estimated to be the at the center of the upper and lower bounds by
the star. The top row is the 15 August 2018 event at both Van Allen Probes and GOES, and the bottom row is all of the other events at just RBSP-A.

4 Discussion and conclusion

In the case study, the strong tailward flow in MMS
is accompanied by a localized injection in the inner
magnetosphere. We can use this to build a picture of what
possibly happened. A strong, sustained tailward flow without
a notable earthward flow before it does not match the damped
sine wave-type flow seen by Panov et al. (2010), so this is likely
not a flow rebound. Another candidate is that these energetic
particles are electrons beams associated with whistler waves near
the reconnection site (Wilder et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2022).
However, in the pitch angle distribution of the thermal electrons,
any beam-like signature is very short-lived (less than 10 s) and
after the energization has already begun, so this also does not
fit the case study. The more likely process is that reconnection
occurs earthward of MMS and we observe the plasmoid that
is being released tailward. Reconnection is known to create
fast flows propagating away from the site in both directions,
so there is likely a corresponding earthward flow, but there
is no spacecraft in the region at the relevant time to measure
it. Because energy conversion is more efficient Earthward of
reconnection that tailward (Lu et al., 2018), the energetic particle
population is greater Earthward of reconnection than tailward
(Runov et al., 2018) and therefore our spectrum of the plasmoid
atMMS is a lower bound for the spectrum of the Earthward flow.
However, although energization is more efficient earthward,

it still can occur tailward to an extent that energetic particles
are observed in plasmoids (Hones Jr et al., 1984; Imada et al.,
2005). A localized injection with a minutes-long signature like
we see in Van Allen Probes is consistent with howGabrielse et al.
(2019) describe the first step of injection formation from fast
earthward flowswith embeddedDFBs. Also an electron injection
that lasts for ∼10 min or more like we see at Van Allen Probes
but an ion injection that lasts for ∼5 min or less like we see
at GOES is consistent with the Gabrielse et al. (2019) case
study.

Because the observations at MMS and Van Allen Probes
are separated so far spatially, it is hard to conclusively prove
that they are related. However, at times when energetic particles
are able to access the inner magnetosphere, disturbances in the
tail will have effects there. Because of the particle drift, when
this occurs, once particles are injected it will affect the full
range of local times throughout the entire drift shell. Therefore,
if the two observations are not linked, that would mean that
there is an unrelated process occurring elsewhere in the tail
that is causing the inner magnetospheric response, which is
unlikely.

For our injection study in general, we studied four particle
energization events at MMS related to reconnection-related
phenomena, namely fast flows (either earthward or tailward) and
dipolarization fronts, that had corresponding electron injections
observed by Van Allen Probes in the inner magnetosphere
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FIGURE 6
A map of the injection from the 15 August 2018 case study made in the (A,B) x-y and (C) x-z planes in GSM coordinates. The green, red, and blue
circles are the locations of MMS, RBSP-A, and RBSP-B respectively at 12:00 UT. The estimated electron injection boundary as determined by (A)
RBSP-A and (B) RBSP-B and ion injection boundary as determined by GOES-14 are given by the stars. The solid line connecting the two stars is an
estimate for the region where the injection takes place. These were made using the IRBEM library (Boscher et al., 2004-2008) using the
Tsyganenko 1996 magnetic field model (Tsyganenko, 1995).

within 30 min of the energization event at MMS. No events had
corresponding ion injections observed by Van Allen Probes,
although one event had a corresponding ion injection observed
by GOES in GEO. This is despite the Van Allen Probe with
which we observed the electron injection being located in an L-
shell in the range of about 4.9–6.2, which is a region in which
ion injections have been widely observed (Gkioulidou et al.,
2015; Liu et al., 2016; Motoba et al., 2018) and a region in which
dipolarizations have been shown to efficiently accelerate ions to
energies of a few hundred keV (Ukhorskiy et al., 2017), though
ion injections do not occur for every event. All of the electron
injections fall mostly in the expected energy range of 10 s–100 s
of keV, as in studies such as Reeves (1998). The lower energy
bound for order of magnitude flux increase at MMS in one
injection, 30 September 2016, drops as low as ∼4 keV, similar
to the 7–9 keV range given in Turner et al. (2016). The same
study also found upper energy limits ranging from 100–500 keV
with repeated injections increasing the upper boundary. The
most energetic injection (15 August 2018) in our study did have
multiple injections over the previous few hours observed by Van
Allen Probes.

The observation of all four injections occurring premidnight
in the inner magnetosphere and the tail follows expected

patterns: although the electron injection boundary occurs
dawnward of the ion boundary, the distribution of injections is
skewed duskward so the ion boundaries are strongly premidnight
and the electron boundaries are only slightly more likely to be
premidnight or distributed more symmetrically about midnight
(Sarris et al., 1976; Gabrielse et al., 2014). Other phenomena
that have been correlated with injections have also been found
to be more likely to occur premidnight both in the inner
magnetosphere and in the tail, such as fast flows (Raj et al., 2002;
Runov et al., 2005; McPherron et al., 2011), DFBs (Liu et al.,
2014), and flux ropes associated with reconnection (Imber et al.,
2011).

In summary, we attempt to study events that include both
particle energization in the tail at MMS and injections in the
inner magnetosphere at Van Allen Probes, but it was very rare
to find such events. Because particles can be injected at a range
of radial distances but Van Allen Probes only reach out to L ∼6,
this spacecraft configuration cannot comprehensively study all
these events. We present a detailed case study of an injection that
includes energetic particle enhancements, dipolarizations, and a
fast tailward flow in the tail at MMS, electron injections but no
ion injections in the inner magnetosphere at Van Allen Probes,
and ion injections at GEO from GOES. Then we studied four
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different events that had electron injections at Van Allen Probes,
located premidnight, and energetic particle enhancements at
MMS and found that significant flux increase at VanAllen Probes
was limited to about 20–400 keV, consistent with earlier studies,
while it continued higher to at least 600 keV for some events
at MMS. Comparing the flux changes at MMS and Van Allen
Probes, there is a lack of comparable flux increase at the two,
where the flux increase by percentage is higher at MMS and
the most intense injections at Van Allen Probes and MMS are
different events. This suggests a non-linear mechanism limiting
access of the energetic particles to the inner magnetosphere.
Although it would require repeated fortuitous conjunctions and
is likely not possible with data currently available, a larger
statistical study of events like this could refine or generalize these
findings. By observing an injection along with a related flow
burst, we can learn more about the properties of injections as a
whole.
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